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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Improvements
[CUS-530] - Number Formatting on Webhook Variables
Mambu has added the ability to choose between formatting numbers (amounts) or not, as
follows for Webhooks.
In order to support this, the existing value in the "Display" dropdown list was changed from
"Numbers" to "Formatted Numbers". The default format is "#,###.##", as currently, a
placeholder example is: FORMAT {LOAN_AMOUNT, numberPattern=#,###.#}. This is the
default for SMS and Email.
Another option was also added: "Unformatted Numbers" that will keep the numbers as raw
values, a placeholder example is: {LOAN_AMOUNT}. This is the default for Webhooks
In regards to backwards compatibility and updating existing data, Mambu will perform a live
migration script for existing placeholders to allow the format functionality without downtime
and requiring no action on your side. As such, Mambu will continue sending notifications with
old formatting, until the live migration is finished. After the migration is finished, the amounts
with FORMAT function will be sent as formatted and any new LOAN_AMOUNT placeholders
added from the UI will be sent as unformatted.

2. Bugs
[DEP-404] - When Reopening a Deposit account, ActivationDate is
set in UTC instead of Organization Time
Upon reopening a deposit account, the Activation Date that was saved on the account was
in UTC, instead of the Organization time. Mambu has corrected this behaviour and going
forward this will be saved in the Organization time.
A further issue will also address the correction for existing accounts, please follow our next
Minor Release notes for it.

[DEP-393] - Overdraft Interest Rate changes on Savings Product
displays Confirmation Dialog for All or New Accounts
When editing an existing Current Account product a confirmation was thrown asking whether
the changes should be applicable on Existing or New Accounts only, however Mambu
currently does not support changes over existing accounts. In order not to mislead on the
functionality, Mambu has updated the confirmation since the changes will take effect only on
new accounts.
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[DEP-361] - Monthly fee from Activation is not applied on savings
account
In scenarios for an account, which has a Monthly Fee from Activation, when it was created
and then a backdated deposit was made in order to activate the account, the fee was not
applied on the account. Mambu has corrected this behaviour and the Monthly Fee should be
applied.

[CORE-876] - Cannot Apply Accrued Interest via API on Matured
Loans
For matured loans, when attempting to apply accrued interest via API, an error was returned,
whereas over the UI the interest could be applied successfully. Mambu has corrected this
behaviour and this inconsistency should not be applicable anymore.

[CORE-771] - "repaidDate" parameter is incorrectly populated for
an installment that is not fully paid
When posting a payment that is that is not covering the full installment amount, the
“repaidDate” parameter is populated with the date of the Repayment that paid the Principal
and the Interest. This issue was fixed and now the “repaidDate” parameter for the first
installment is not populated until the installment is fully paid. Only the lastPaidDate
parameter will be updated with the date of the repayment.

Production release date: Wednesday, 1st of August, 2018
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